
One sunny morning, a boy named Percy had awoken to the sound, ‘Ding Dong!’ He leapt out 

of bed in stripy pajamas. 

In these stripy pajamas, Percy rolled downstairs like a tumbleweed and began to open the 

front door. Since the boy was only eight years old, he was very short; Percy opened the door 

and had been greeted by a pair of legs, the postman’s legs. “Here is your package young 

man.” Said the postman. Percy stared up at the man for a moment, then snatched the package 

out of his hands, closed the door on the man’s face and delivered the package to his room. 

Percy is a little different. He plays with action figures, he stays inside on the weekends, and 

not to mention, he is totally obsessed with aeroplanes. Ever since he ordered this package, he 

couldn’t stop thinking about it. And now here it is, sitting right in front of him. 

Percy rips the box open and proceeds to pull out what lays inside... 

 Between Percy’s hands, is a brand-new model of a ‘Boeing 737.’ One of Percy’s biggest 

dreams is to fly one of these planes and to be an amazing pilot, just like his grandfather…  

So, like any child, Percy ran around his room with the aeroplane, swinging it from left to 

right, imagining he was inside. 

“Percy!” his mother called. “Come down for breakfast!” Percy continued his flight down the 

stairs, and all the way to the kitchen table. He scoffed his toast into his mouth and sprinted 

directly to Grandpa’s room. 

Without even knocking, Percy flung open the door. Grandpa! It’s arrived! Said Percy holding 

up his new plane. Grandpa quickly shoved his teeth in and said. “Is that what I think it is?” 

Percy grinned. “I haven’t seen one of those in a very long time Percy.” Said Grandpa. “In 

fact, I had the privilege of being one of the very first pilots to fly the Boeing 737 back in 

1967. I remember it like it was yesterday...” Grandpa started talking about all the different 

instruments in the cockpit. As grandpa babbled on, Percy listened intently, taking in every 

word as if he was there himself… 

Grandpa’s tummy rumbled, so he got up and went to the kitchen to make his breakfast. 

The day flew by... Percy went to his room and gently placed the plane on top of his dresser. 

Percy headed downstairs to do the dishes. As Percy washed the dishes, he had a happy sway 

in his hips. Every dish he cleaned, he imagined to be an aeroplane, being scrubbed and 

washed, soaring into the drying rack.  

Crash! A noise came from upstairs… He dashed into his room to find his cat, Mittens, was 

sitting on the dresser and Percy’s plane was no longer… Pieces, scattered about the floor. 



Percy was horrified. He quickly scooped up all the parts of the Boeing and ran back to his 

grandpa’s room. 

Grandpa! Said Percy. 

“Yes?” Grandpa replied. 

Mittens knocked over the plane! Can you try and fix it for me? Asked Percy with tears in his 

eyes. 

“Don’t worry Percy, I’ve got just the thing to fix it, I’ll repair it tonight and it’ll be as good 

as new in the morning, if not, better.” Grandpa said, with a wink and a cheeky smile. 

Thanks Grandpa! You’re the best. Percy handed the plane to his grandfather and went to 

clean his teeth. Percy jumped into bed and switched the light off. For the next hour or so, 

Percy laid awake. Grandpa snuck into the room and placed the fixed plane on Percy’s desk, 

right next to Percy’s action figures. Then he crept back out of his room, avoiding to wake him 

up…  

Percy was curious of how well Grandpa fixed the plane. So, he walked over to his desk to 

check it out. 

The plane looked brand new. As if it had never even been broken. He began to delicately 

pick the plane up, then suddenly, Poof! The plane remained on the desk, but Percy had 

vanished. He was not dead… for he was inside the plane. 

Percy thought he had just fallen asleep and had been dreaming of being inside. But no, this 

plane is magical.  

Percy looked around the plane for a moment, then he remembered what he had been told 

about the cockpit. Percy ran down the aisles of the plane and opened the cockpit door…  

He sat down in the pilot’s seat and poked some buttons and switches. He pulled down on the 

throttle and took flight. He was soaring around his room like an eagle. At first, he didn’t 

really notice the fact that he was flying around his bedroom, shortly after he realized, he 

wanted to see what its like to crash into his bed. 

So, he then turned the plane around and anticlimactically bounced off his mattress and landed 

on his pillow. Percy was left unharmed, and the plane was intact. He jumped out of the plane 

and laid on his humongous pillow. He then fell asleep almost instantly… 



In the morning. Percy was back to normal again, and the plane was exactly where Grandpa 

left it. 

Percy ran downstairs, and into Grandpa’s room once again. And said, Grandpa! Grandpa! 

Grandpa! I had the most amazing dream last night! Grandpa whacked his hearing aid in and 

looked extraordinarily smug. He listened to Percy’s ‘dream’ and Grandpa loved every bit. It 

was then that they decided to order another plane, so they can soar the skies together. 


